To the VIP Guests of Honor of historic emergency event to address Ebola epidemic.

"It is my pleasure to welcome everyone to the...anniversary of Jazz for Peace's Landmark Concert at the United Nations" ~ United States President and Nobel Peace Prize Recipient Barack Obama - See complete letter HERE.

Saturday, August 2, 2014

Dear Selected VIP Guest of Honor,

Thank you for watching our Jazz for Peace Video Presentation and reading the personal letter to you from our Grant Recipient B-Gifted Foundation as we prepare to celebrate the 12th anniversary of our Landmark Concert at the United Nations with an unprecedented series of events to address the Ebola epidemic beginning with the very first ever historic Jazz for Peace event in Sierra Leone, Africa!

Why do we offer such incredible VIP Perks and Ammenities to the VIP Guests of Honor which make this event almost seem “Too Good to Be True”?

A. Because your VIP Participation helps B. Gifted Foundation obtain this GRANT.
B. Because your VIP Participation helps B. Gifted Foundation confirm this event with funds already raised for their outstanding cause.
C. Because with the Grant awarded and the event confirmed, Jazz for Peace Foundation can now obtain SPONSORS along with Publicity and Awareness, New and Prestigious Supporters and all of the other Branches as we Grow our Empowerment Tree from these VIP ROOTS and therefore provide the immediate as well as long term support and aid that we are now famous for which “teaches an outstanding cause to fish” and therefore helps them for a lifetime!

It is now time for each of you to do exactly what each of the 850 others in the video above have already done from RWANDA to Copenhagen. Click HERE to confirm your VIP Status with Andrew Benson Greene & B. Gifted Foundation and obtain your receipt so our team can quickly get to work on all that you have seen in the video and that they are now famous for. So with this in mind, please take one more look at the video and personal letter above and let us know if there is ANYTHING else whatsoever that you would like us to provide in addition in order for you to confirm your honorary status as well as help you sponsor tickets for students & seniors on our waiting list if you so desire so we can make this first historic Jazz for Peace event in Sierra Leone reality!

As we approach this Historic 12th Anniversary event having garnered support from more World Leaders than any other musical event in history including both WOODSTOCK and LIVE AID COMBINED, you can rest assured that we will be able to provide any additional documentation that you need in order to make you feel just as secure and proud as the 12 years and over 850 events that preceded this one.
To the VIP Guests of Honor of historic emergency event to address Ebola epidemic.

We look forward to hearing from you via Andrew and the B. Gifted Team if you have any additional questions before confirming your status or otherwise seeing you at this truly historic show!

Sincerely,
Rick DellaRatta - Founder, Jazz for Peace

BONUS INFO:


2. A Million MORE Facts! - [http://www.jazzforpeace.org/grant](http://www.jazzforpeace.org/grant)

3. Jazz for Peace’s Landmark UN Event uniting Israeli’s, Palestinians and Americans 12 years ago! - [http://www.jazzforpeace.org/un](http://www.jazzforpeace.org/un)

4. The 1 page that says it all - [http://www.jazzforpeace.org/disasterrelief](http://www.jazzforpeace.org/disasterrelief)